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Let Is,.. be the real Lie algebra of all differmtial operators inn-variables 2-: cap:x"08 ! Bxfl, cc¥!E: R where the s.un is over all multi-indiCES ex, {3 such that I~ + I f31,;;; 2. This note des:cribes a certain representation of ls,.. by mems of (nonlinear) vectorflelds which in a certain sense is all Kalman-Bucy filters for ndimensional linear systans put together. This representation also turns out to be very closely related to the so-called Segal-Shale-Weil repre;mtation of the simple quotienl sp,,_ of ls,.. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Let ls,, be the Lie algebra of all difiermtial operators ln n variables L;co,ax"aP / axfi, co,aE: R, with cofJ= O if I cxl + I ,BI > 2. Here a= (0:1, ... , on). a; E: Nu ~ Ol is a multiindex and I o:I = cx1+ · · · + ex,... The Lie bracket is the commutator difference [D 1,D2J= D 1D2- D2D1J 
Thus for example ls 1 has the basis 1, x, d/ dx, x di dx, d2/ dx2 , df'; dx2, x 2 and two examples of brackets 

are [ ~ ]= 1, [ :::2 ,x2]= 4x !';-+ 2 as is easily checked by letting lhe left and right hand operators acl on a 1:.Esl 
function f(x). The dimerufon of ls,, is 2n.2+ 3n.+ l. 

L cl V (RN) be the Lie algebra or all smooth vectorfiel ds on RN , that is the Lie algebra of all dillerential 
operators it/;(x) a~; -with f;(x) a smooth function of x= (x 1, ... ,xN). Jn this note I desai.be a representa-

tion of ls,. in V(RN), N= ?(n+ 1)+ n+ 1, i.e. a homomorphism of Lie algebras l.s,, -• V(RN). which is ess3tr 
tially all Kalman-Bucy filters for n-dimensional linear differential sys\:.Erns put together, making this representation, so to speak, the universal grand Kalman-Bucy fll ter. Below in section 4 it is explained how this phrase must be interpreted. 

Leth,. be lhe subspace of ls,. spanned by the operators 1,x 1, ... ,Zn. -8
8 , ... , -8a . 0 ne easily checks ibat h,. 
X1 X,. 

is an ideal of ls,. and the quotienl ls,./ h,. turns out to be the symplectic Lie algebra%· There is a very famous (and sorrewhat mysterious) representation of sp,. called the Segal-Shale-Weil reprerentation (or oscillator repra;entation [7D, whlch is of importance in number t.hoory [14],quantum mechanics [12,13], harmonic analysts and representation theory [8, 11 J Lagrangian mechanics [9]. There is a subalgebra of ls,. isomorphic to ¥Jn (the Levi-factor) and it now turns out that the representation obtaine:! from the Kalman-Bucy filter representation by mapping (P ,m,x )E: RN (P a symmetric nx n matrix, m an n vector and c a scalar) to the unnorrralized "densily'' exp(c+ < 211'i1n,x > - 2rr2P(x )) (where P(x) is ti1e quadratic form defined by the matrix P, is a real form of the Segal-Shale-Weil reprcsenl.alion, i.e. the two become isomorphic after lensoring with C. This strengthens and precizes the links belween filtering and quantum lll€Chanics as clis:;usred in [10]. 
This note is a drastically mortenecl verai.on of [4] of the same lltie, giving just the basic outlines. 

a STRUCTURE 0 F THE LlNEAR SYSTEMS LIE ALGEBRA ls,. 

The Lie-algebras ls,, and h.,, were defined in Section 1 above. The symploctic Lie algebra 1 co.nsists by 

[ 0 I definition of all 2nx 2n matrices M such that MJ+ JMT= 0 where J is the matrix J= _ 1 0 . (The Lie 
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bracket in SJh is the commutator difference [M ,M' ]=MM' ·M'M. Let E..; be the 2nx 2n matrix with a 1 at location (i .j) and zeros elre;vhere. Then 

a :r:;xr• E;;n+ j+ Ej.n+i• X; a;:--> E;.;-En+ ;.n+i 
) 

& ---> Ti' + . + Ti' + . . ,, ... 0 as,axj .u,. \J ""' 3·'· "n 

is a surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras Is,.-• SJh with kanel Ji,... An isomorphic copy of SJh in ls,. (a Levi factor) is spanned. by the operators 

wha-e 6;,.; denotes the Kronecker delta 

3. THE FILTER ANTI-REPRESENTATION OF ls,. 

Let N = V 2 n(n+ 1)+ n+ 1 and denote a point in RN as a triple (P ,m,c ,) with P a symmetric nx n matrix, man n-vector and c a scalar. Consider the Lie algebra V(RN) of s:moth vector:fields as RN (cl. Section 1) and oonsider the homormrphi= of real vector spaces. 

defured by the formulas 

k ls,.-> V(~) 

1 -> _£__ 
ac 

a n a 
X; ... 71lt ~ 2: pit. -

Be t=I 0Ynt 
a a 

a:r:; _, - ilrl! 

:i;xr• ('.lntrl)+ P;,;)~ L;(mcPjt+ ~Pu)-0-ac t &ni 

+ ~P .. Pjt~ ~PuPjt_a_ 
s,t 6Ps1 t BPu 

a a a a a :i;--> -171t--D;,j-P;.;--l;Pu--ax; 8TI) Be aPH t 8P;1 

if- a .fi . & 2 a ---> -- 1 'i"'J ---> --a:x;ax; BP;.; ' a:i;Z BP;; 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Theorem The vector space homomorphism k: ls,. ... V(~) defined by the formulae (3.1)-(3.6) is an inja::tive anti-homomorphism of Lie algebras; i.e. it s:i.tisfies k [D ,D' ]= [k (D' ),k (D )] for all D ,D' E: ls,,. 

By changing the minus Eign in formulae (3.3) and (3.5) to a plus sign one finds a homomorphism of Lie alge
bras, i.e. a representation And by replacing all tenns in (3.2)-(3.6) involving a Lwtth zero one obtains an ac antibornomorphisrn 

k' :is,, ... v(it'- 1) 

with kernel R.1 (i.e. only multiples of the identity ope:ator are mapped to zero). It is this last anti
horrnm:irphis:n which is all K alman:-Bucy fil t.ers put together. (The :c terrrs have to do with normalization) 

4. KALMAN-13UCYF1LTERSAND THE ANTI-REPRESENTATION k' 

Now oonsi.der a linear dynamical system driven by white noise 

rf:rt = Axt + Bduj , dye = Cxt dt + dz.t , (4.1) 
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x1E Rn, 14E Rm, 'tfE RP, Yt,C R1' 
The Kal.marrBucy filter for such a system is a set of equations 

elm ( ) = cx(m,P)dt+ {3 1(m,P)c!yu+ · · · + (3p(rn.,P)d/Jp,t cfP 

Forinsl:anre in one of the simplest cases: 

one has 

dP = ( 1- P2)dt, dm;=. P(dflt - rrdt) 
so that the vector fields a(m,P) and {J(m,P) are respectively e:tual to 

a(m.P)= (1- ]ft) a~ mP !i 
a {J(m,P)= P i7m 

(4.2) 

The relation between the Kalman-Bucy filter of a system (4.1) and the anti-reprerentation k' is now as follows. Consider the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai. equation of (4.1), which is satisfled by an unnormalized version p(x ,t) of the da1Sty of xr= E[xtl U, Q,;; s,.;; t]: 

dp = L pdt + "f, ( Cx )«tyu 
i= 1 

Here L is the se::xind order differential operator 

L = ls.'(BBT) . . -82-"~Ax)·- .L""(Cxh2 2 L '-! a::i;ax; L a::i; ' 2 z., (4.3) 

(Here (Cx); is the i-th component of the vector Cx and (BBThJ is the i,j ent!y of the product of the rrab:ix B with its transpose) 

TbeomnThe ex vectorfiel.d of the Ka.lrran:-Bucy filter (4.2) of the system 4.1 is given by k'(L) where L is given by (4.3) and th f3 vector fields in (4.2) are equal to the k '(( Cx h) 

This is essentially proved by the straightforward calculation [4J This result also eS;:abliEhes for linear sys1:em:l the (anti-)homomorphisrnprtnciple of filtering, a powerful principle due to Brockett and Clark [1]. The proof in [2] of this principle for single-input single-output syst.errs is wrong. 

5. THE SEGAL-SHALE-WEIL REPRESENTATION 

One way to obtain this representation is via the Stone-Von Neumann uniqueness theorem Let Hn be the Heisenberg group Rnx R"x S 1, where S 1 is the unit circle in C with the multiplication (x,y,z)(x' ,'!) ,z)= (x+ x' ,y+ '!) ,Z-Z exp(-2m.< x,'!) > )). The Lie-algebra of Hn is h,..= R"x Rnx R. The Lie bracket of h,, restricted to R"x R" x l Ol defines a bilinear form on R" given by the matrix J of the first few lines of section 2 above. 
The symplectic group SPn is the group of all 2nx 2n matrices S such that M JM T = J so that we can view SPn as a group of automorphisms of h,, and Hn which 'moreover le.aves the centre S 1c Hn invariant Now let p:Hn-> L 2(R") be the SchrOdingt::r representation of Hn. LetgE SPn, then h--> p(!J(h)) is also a unitary reprerentation of Hn which by (\he W eyl form of) the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness thecrem is unitarily equivalent to p. This associaffi3 a unitary operator w(!J) lo each g E: SPn which is unique up to a s::alar. It turns out that the scalars can be fixed up to so as to define a unitary representation of the universal 2-fold covEring SPn of SA>· 
There is a partial des::ription of this &gal-Shale-Weil representation as follows (ci'. e.g. [6]. The elements 

[_01 ~],[~ (A~1v],[~~], Nsymrmrtc 

of SPn act respectively as: 

The Fourit::r tran..'lform L 2(R")-> L 2(R") 



f (x) ..., I del' A I 11 2 f (A T x) 

f(x)-> exp(rriN(x))/(x) 
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From this it is not diffrut to calculate that the derived representation on the smooth vectors S(Rn) (Schwartz 
Epace) is the one given by the oprators 

. . Ff _E__,. L-
1Xkxi, "1,-a a . , x• Bx· =-u2 'k·1 

xk x, 1 

which after a transfonnation x,...., Vix" is precisely the Loo factor irorrorpbic to 8Pn in ls,.. This already shows 
the relationship between linear filtering and the Segal-Shale-W ei1 reprerentation 

More precisely a=date to (m,P)ro. R11- 1. P positive detlnite, the norrral density with covariance P and 

mre.n. m. The induced vector fields on the image of ! (m,P)E: RN- 1 I P positive definite! in S(R") are linear and 

they are the linear vector fields corresponding to the operators in ls,. on S(R"). They are obviolliiy extendable 

to all of S(Rn) and this consititutes a rmre precise version of the relationship. 
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